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ABSTRACT
Classial adaptation approahes are generally used for
speaker or environment adaptation of speeh reognition
systems. In this paper, we use suh tehniques for the in-
remental training of lient models in a speaker veria-
tion system. The initial model is trained on a very limited
amount of data and then progressively updated with aess
data, using a segmental-EM proedure. In supervised mode
(i.e. when aess utteranes are ertied), the inremental
approah yields equivalent performane to the bath one.
We also investigate on the impat of various senarios of
impostor attaks during the inremental enrollment phase.
All results are obtained with the Piassoft platform - the
state-of-the-art speaker veriation system developed in the
PICASSO projet.
1. INTRODUCTION
HMM adaptation tehniques have been suessfully applied
in several domains of speeh and speaker reognition. These
tehniques allow supervised or unsupervised adaptation of
a reognition system to a partiular ondition of use, e.g.
a partiular speaker or a spei environment by adjusting
speaker model parameters [3℄[6℄[8℄. In that ase, the ini-
tial model is generally estimated using a large amount of
data. Adaptation tehniques are also used in the ontext of
speaker veriation, for estimating a speaker model as an
adapted version of a speaker-independent model [10℄.
The work presented here has been arried out in the ontext
of Work-Pakage 5 of the European Telematis PICASSO
projet [1℄, where robust approahes to text-dependent
speaker veriation are studied. In the type of appliations
targeted by the projet, a very limited amount of ative
enrollment data is available (typially, 2 sessions x 2 repe-
titions). These data provide an unsuÆient overage of the
variability of the lient's voie and of the variety of ondi-
tions of use. To improve the model quality, we investigate
an inremental enrollment sheme for adjusting and updat-
ing progressively the model with aess utteranes produed
during the atual use of the system, i.e without requiring
any spei speeh material beside the one uttered by the
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lient while he/she is using the appliation.
To this aim, we use an HMM adaptation tehnique, whih
starts from a model trained on the ative enrollment utter-
anes and is then adapted with eah new aess utterane.
This task is performed by an inremental version of the
segmental EM algorithm (setion 2). It was shown in [9℄
that this algorithm is a partiular ase of the Maximum A
Posteriori (MAP) adaptation algorithm [3℄ with adequate
hoie of the priors depending on the initial data set.
To integrate this inremental approah in our speaker ver-
iation system, two points have been studied. Firstly, we
have investigated the inremental enrollment in supervised
mode, i.e when the lient's identity is ertied during the
adaptation proess (setion 4). This mode is then exper-
imented with and ompared to a lassial speaker enroll-
ment. In setion 5, the inremental enrollment in unsu-
pervised mode has been studied. For this purpose, several
protools have been dened in order to investigate the be-
havior of the proposed adaptation tehnique in the ase of
impostor attaks. We nally draw a few onlusions and
perspetives from this set of experiments.
2. BAYESIAN ADAPTATION
A rst-order HMM  is dened by a set of Q states, a
set of output distributions assoiated to the states, whih
we suppose Gaussian with a diagonal ovariane matrix
fN
i
(:; 
i
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i
); i = 1; : : : ; Qg and a set of transition proba-
bilities between states A = fa
ij
; i; j = 1; : : : ; Qg.
As exposed in [9℄, the inremental enrollment algorithm pro-
eeds as follows: if a model 
I
is already trained with an
initial set of speeh data X
(I)
; and if some new data X
(N)
are available to enrih the model parameters, the adapta-
tion proedure by the segmental (Viterbi) EM algorithms
yields:
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This proedure optimizes only the model parameters and
the new state sequenes given the whole data. The opti-
mal state sequenes of the initial data are xed to the same
as in the initially trained model. This means that the state
sequenes orresponding to the initial training data are on-
sidered to be always optimal. Eq. 1 an be written:

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By onsidering the adaptation of the Gaussian means
only, solving this maximization leads to the following re-
estimation equation
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where n
(I)
i;m
(resp. n
(N)
i;m
) is the number of feature vetors
of the initial (resp. new) data set assoiated with the m
th
omponent of the i
th
distribution and 
(I)
i;m
(resp. X
(N)
i;m
) is
the mean of those initial (resp. new) feature vetors. All
the parameters of the initial model are onstant and do not
depend on the Estimate step of the iteration.
3. EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS
3.1. Baseline system
The baseline system is the Piassoft platform, i.e a speaker
veriation system developed in the PICASSO projet,
around the HTK software pakage [12℄, similarly to what
was done in the CAVE projet [5℄.
Aousti features are 12 LPC epstral oeÆients with log-
energy, together with their rst and seond derivatives.
Cepstral mean subtration is applied at the whole utter-
ane level. For lient and world modeling, Left-Right HMM
word models are used, similarly to the approah in [11℄.
The topology of the lient and world HMMs
2
is xed to
two states per phoneme with one Gaussian distribution per
state. The initial lient models are estimated with two
training sessions.
3.2. PolyVar database
All the experiments have been onduted on a subset of
the PolyVar database. PolyVar is a Swiss Frenh database
for speaker veriation tasks in telephony environments. It
ontains various items suh as read sentenes, digits, om-
mand words, dates, et, pronouned by 143 speakers [2℄.
The task being text-dependent, only a subset of PolyVar
has been used. This subset is omposed of 17 ommand
words, uttered by speakers during multiple enrollment ses-
sions. The speaker group is omposed of 42 females and 52
males, split into three dierent populations. Two of them,
of 19 speakers eah (7 females and 12 males) named Popu-
lation A and B are in turns dediated to development and
evaluation phases. A third population (population W) is
used to estimate the world model (28 females and 28 males).
In pratie, 5 training sessions are available for eah word
of the voabulary, for eah speaker of Population A and B.
In average, 25 repetitions of eah word have been uttered
by eah speaker.
4. SUPERVISED MODE
In supervised mode, aess data used to adapt a lient
model are ertied as belonging to the orret lient.
The experiments presented here aim at omparing the adap-
tation based inremental enrollment in supervised mode
1
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Full word models are used. Parameters are not shared be-
tween word HMMs.
with a lassial enrollment. For inremental enrollment, the
lient model parameters are rst estimated on two training
sessions. They are afterwards adapted inrementally with
one additional training session at a time. Three adaptation
steps are used in this paper. For the lassial enrollment,
the same number of training sessions (i.e ve) as for in-
remental enrollment are used to estimate the lient model
parameters in bath mode.
Figure 1 depits the DET [7℄ urves obtained with inre-
mental enrollment (\12+3+4+5") and lassial enrollment
on ve training sessions (\12345"). For referene, the DET
urve obtained with a lassial enrollment on the rst two
training sessions only (\12") is also provided. As expeted,
it is observed that lassial enrollment on ve training ses-
sions and inremental enrollment outperform the lassial
enrollment on two training sessions. This underlines the
requirement for large amount of training data for an au-
rate estimate of speaker model parameters. On the other
hand, similar performane is obtained for both lassial en-
rollment and inremental enrollment approahes on ve ses-
sions. In this ase, the adaptation approah proposed in this
paper is able to inrementally adjust lient model param-
eters to new onditions of use while reahing lient model
quality similar to a lassial enrollment approah applied
on the same amount of training data used in bath mode.
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Figure 1: Comparison of supervised inremental enrollment
(12+3+4+5) to lassial enrollment in bath mode (12345).
Performane of the initial model (12) is also represented.
5. UNSUPERVISED MODE
Adaptation-based inremental enrollment in unsupervised
mode is a more troublesome task. In this ontext aess
data used to adapt lient model an belong to the lient or
to an impostor. No a priori ertainty an be guaranteed re-
garding the identity of the speaker and the deision whether
to use the data or not for adaptation is left to the system.
In pratie, similarly to the deision making proess applied
for speaker veriation, a threshold (whih an be spei
to the inremental adaptation purpose) is used to deide
whether ondene on inoming data is suÆient to use
these data or not for adapting the lient model. Similarly
to a baseline ASV, False Adaptation Aeptane
3
(FAdA)
and False Adaptation Rejetion
4
(FAdR) an our. FAdA
and FadR rates are dened as:
FAdA =
Number of Impostor Adaptation Aeptanes
Number of Impostor Aess
(4)
FAdR =
Number of Client Adaptation Rejetions
Number of Client Aess
(5)
5.1. Dierent senarios of impostor attaks
In unsupervised mode, it an be reasonably assumed that
false adaptation aeptanes might ause lient model
degradation. Therefore, the experiments reported here aim
at studying the behavior of the proposed adaptation algo-
rithm against dierent senarios of impostor attaks. These
senarios have been designed as follows:
Protool P0. This protool is based on lient and im-
postor attempts. These attempts our randomly while re-
speting the hronologial order within the aess set of
eah lient (resp. impostor).
Protool P1. This protool aims at simulating massive
impostor attaks. Therefore, the attempt list used before
in the protool P0 is reordered to group all the impostor
attempts at the beginning. The hronologial order is still
respeted.
Protool P2. The purpose of this protool is to simu-
late attaks of a unique impostor against eah lient. Four
phases are dened and performed for eah lient:
1. Attaks of a unique impostor: a unique impostor is
seleted to attak a lient. During the attaks, a xed
number of impostor attempts (ve in this paper) are
arried out against the lient model, and they are
all supposed suessful. They are thus all used for
inremental adaptation.
2. Post-attak tests: this phase, based on a standard
test (with lient and impostor attempts without in-
remental enrollment) aims at evaluating the lient
model performane after the attaks of the unique
impostor.
3. Client adaptation attempts: a series of lient at-
tempts (ve in this paper) are arried out with in-
remental enrollment. The lient model remains pos-
sibly degraded by the initial impostor attaks of step
1. As for step 1, all the lient data are used for in-
remental adaptation.
4. Final test: a new phase of test, similar to the one of
step 2, is performed to evaluate the behavior of the
lient model estimated in step 3.
To keep a onsistent number of tests, eah lient is a
potential unique impostor to attak all the other lients.
The four phases are repeated until all the lients have been
involved in this proess.
If ompared to a real-life situation, protool P2 is ertainly a
worst-ase situation, as, in general, a signiant proportion
of the massive impostor attaks would be rejeted.
3
An impostor is aepted to adapt a lient model.
4
A lient is rejeted for inremental enrollment.
5.2. Test ongurations
To investigate on the behavior of inremental enrollment,
experiments have been onduted on protools P0, P1 and
P2. Results of these experiments are illustrated by DET
urves.
The same speaker population is involved in the three pro-
tools.
For protools P0 and P1, the same test data set is used
(6478 lient aess and 11628 impostor aess). Only, the
order of attempts within this set diers between both pro-
tools (impostor attempts our rst for P1). Therefore,
results obtained on both protools are omparable.
For protool P2, three separate test data sets are used: a
rst set for the attaks of a unique impostor, a seond one
for the lient adaptation attempts and a third one for the
test phases (post-attak tests and nal tests). The total
number of aess performed over all the phases is 221293
lient aess and 470934 impostor aess.
To evaluate the inremental enrollment on protool P2, dif-
ferent soring ongurations are proposed:
 \IM+IA": log likelihood ratios omputed during both
phases of unique impostor attaks and of post-attak tests
are used to yield a DET urve.
 \IM+IA+CA": log likelihood ratios omputed during
both phases of lient adaptation attempts and of nal tests
are used to yield a DET urve.
 \IM": log likelihood ratios omputed while running the -
nal test with a lassial enrollment i.e with speaker models
trained on two sessions only are used to yield a referene
DET urve.
 \IM+CA": log likelihood ratios omputed during both
phases of lient adaptation attempts and of nal tests
are used to yield a DET urve. However, as opposed to
\IM+IA+CA", no phase of unique impostor attaks has
been applied previously. This onguration shows what the
ideal situation would look like if no impostor data were used
for adaptation (equivalent to a supervised inremental en-
rollment).
The adaptation threshold (see setion 5) is set a posteri-
ori in order to optimize the HTER (arithmeti average of
the FAdA and the FAdR). For both protools P0 and P1,
inremental enrollment is tested in normal onditions with
an adaptation threshold set up to -1. Conversely, for pro-
tool P2 this threshold is set to  1 in order to use all the
data (stemming from lient or impostor) for the adaptation.
This  1 value is hosen in order to estimate the impat of
suessful unique impostor attaks on inremental enroll-
ment.
6. RESULTS
6.1. Protools P0 & P1
Figure 2 provides DET urves obtained using inremental
enrollment on both protools P0 and P1 and using lassial
enrollment on two training sessions used in bath mode.
One an observe that inremental enrollment on both P0
and P1 gives the best performane if ompared to the las-
sial enrollment. In terms of EER, P0 outperforms P1.
Nevertheless, the dierene of DET urves between P0 and
P1 is not as larger as expeted. Indeed, depending on the
Protool FAdA (%) FAdR (%) HTER (%)
P0 6.8 6.8 6.8
P1 13.8 3.4 8.6
Table 1: FAdA, FAdR and HTER for protools P0 and P1.
massive impostor attaks involved in P1, it ould be as-
sumed that performane would degrade drastially. In fat,
the areful study of the FAdA and FAdR rates for P0 and
P1 (see table 1) tends to show that, as expeted, the mas-
sive impostor attaks do untune the lient model towards
a more \aeptant" model but fewer false rejetions our
and the HTER is only inreased by approximately 30 %
relative error.
6.2. Protool P2
Figure 3 shows the DET urves obtained on protool P2
and related to the dierent soring ongurations dened
in setion 5.2. These urves reveal large performane dif-
ferenes and the following points an be underlined:
\IM+IA". Five adaptations from data of a unique impos-
tor are suÆient to really degrade lient models and to mul-
tiply by more than 2 the EER of the referene urve. There-
fore, unique impostor attaks are an important issue for the
adaptation method.
\IM+IA+CA". Pursuing with ve lient adaptations, the
lient models have worse performane than initial lient
models based on two training sessions. Degradation due
to impostor adaptation is laboriously reversible.
7. CONCLUSIONS
This work advoates for the viability of an adaptive ap-
proah for speaker model update, provided that the veria-
tion based on the initial model is reliable enough to ontrol
the proportion of impostor speeh in the inremental en-
rollment sheme. In ase of massive suessful impostor at-
taks, the model an get severely untuned. But tehniques
for monitoring suh large deviations an be envisaged and
they will be a topi for our future work.
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